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ABSTRACT

Telemetry propagation channel is modeled to predict PCM/FM telemetry receiving signal level at
APG(Anheung Proving Ground), ADD(Agency for Defense Development). Channel model is composed
of direct wave and reflected wave in sea surface, so-called 2-ray model. Our 2-ray model includes
transmitting antenna radiation pattern, auto-tracking antenna radiation pattern, sea surface reflection
coefficient and phase depending on incident angle. Vertical and horizontal polarized receiving signal
strength is obtained from pre-calculated flight trajectory of transmitter. Calculated results are compared
with measured data in real flight test. 2-ray channel model can predict almost identical receiving signal
level and calculate starting point of multi-path fading effect. Using these results, receiving system can be
moved to more proper position before flight test.
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INTRODUCTION

Multipath fading effect causes significant attenuation for receiving signal. At the receiving antenna,
received signal consists of direct wave and ground/surface reflected wave. In-phase state makes
increased signal level and out-of-phase state results decreased signal level. In flight test, receiving
system can lost a moving transmitter and bit synchronization with this sudden fading.

To analyze more accurate fading phenomenon, we must consider real geometric characteristic and all
possible reflected waves. But similar prediction of receiving signal level can be obtained using
2-raymodel[1-2].

This paper applies the 2-ray model to Anheung Proving Ground telemetry channel. Receiving signal
level can be obtained from auto-tracking antenna radiation pattern, expected flight trajectory, sea
reflection coefficient and phase. Predicted signal levels are compared with the measured results and
show the usability of 2-ray model.

2-RAY CHANNEL MODEL

Figure 1 shows 2-ray telemetry channel model. As a transmitter is moving, channel model parameters
also varies with continuous time.



Figure 1. 2-ray channel model with auto-tracking antenna radiation pattern

h1 : Receiving antenna altitude above sea level
Z : Relative transmitter altitude to receiving antenna
R: Distance between transmitter and receiver
21: Elevation angle of receiving antenna
n: Incidence angle of reflected ray

Reflection coefficient is changed by incident angle of ray and reflection surface status. Reflection
coefficient followed by horizontal and vertical polarization is

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Complex permittivity ,c = ,r - j608Fc ( ,r : relative pennittivity, Fc: conductivity). ,r and Fc vary with
reflection medium as depicted in Table 1.



Reflection coefficient and phase of reflection medium are calculated by equation (1),(2) in the case of
vertical and horizontal polarization. Horizontal polarization shows relatively high reflection coefficient
and 180 degree out of phase in Figure 2. This result explains that horizontal polarization has more fading
effect than vertical polarization.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. Reflection coefficient in each medium(Ocean, Wet, Medium, Dry ground) by horizontal
and vertical polarization. (a) Magnitude (b) Phase

AUTO-TRACKING ANTENNA PATTERN

Typical auto-tracking parabolic antenna pattern has sharp HPBW and low1st side lobe. When reflecting
wave matched with the null point, specular ray fading can be ignored. 8ft parabolic receiving antenna
which used in flight test has ESCAN auto-track operating mode. Antenna pattern is shown in Figure 3.
HPBW is 4.5 degree and first null point is approximately located in 5 degree.

Receiving antenna has different gain according to the incidence angle of direct and reflected wave[3].

Figure 3. 8ft parabolic receiving antenna gain pattern by main beam axis in S-band



CHANNEL LINK BUDGET

System parameters for link budget are given in Table 2. Transmitting antenna pattern is assumed to
0[dBi] EIRP (Equivalent Isotropic Radiation Pattern). Equation (5) describes free space transmission
loss which is varied by path distance. Atmospheric absorption and rain attenuation are significant in
band over 10GHz but atmospheric effect is ignored in S-band.

(5)

d : Distance between transmitter and receiver
8: wavelength

RECEIVING SIGNAL CALCULATION

Received signal level is given by equation (6).

(6)

2d is angle off boresight. If receiving antenna is on the exact boresight, we can assume that direct ray
antenna gain is G(2d) = 1 - G(22) is antenna gain for reflected ray. Incident angle of reflected ray 22 = 21

+ n . "    is composed of phase shift(o) by reflection coefficient and path delay(6).

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Summarized block diagram of this process is described in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Block diagram for the calculation of received signal level and conversion of measured signal
level from AGC signal.

TEST RESULTS

Test examples are obtained from flight test at APG. AGC voltage output of receiver is converted to
signal level. Figure 5(a),(b) shows similar pattern of predicted signal level with measured signal level
and multipath fading start point .

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Comparison of measured signal level for flight time to simulated signal level (a) flight test #1,
(b) flight test #2 : Receiving antenna altitude=30m, Frequency= S-band, Transmit power-5W, 8ft
receive dish.

Antenna elevation angle is lower as the transmitter distance is longer than receiving antenna height. As a
result, reflected ray can incident to antenna main beam and cause destructive fading.

Auto tracking antenna has lost the transmitter at fading start point and reenter track mode in Figure5 (a).
In Figure 5 (b), the transmitter was totally lost at fading point.



CONCLUSIONS

Telemetry channel was configured by 2-ray multipath channel model. Predicted signal level was
compared with measured data obtained from real flight test. The results shows that we can calculate
almost precise receiving signal level and predict the starting point of multipath fading. With this result,
receiving system can be moved to the calculated place which complement the signal level of other
receiving system in fading point.

To make more accurate channel model, we must consider transmit antenna gain pattern, multipath
probability density function, roughness of reflection surface and real geometry.
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